„HIV/AIDS“ in some Sentences
A „Virus HIV“ has never been proven by scientific standards. The “HIV”-genes are part of
the Human Genome. “HIV” is a statistical construct, which is combined my multiple probes.
A virus has never been isolated, characterized or been proved as infectious or disease causing.
It is possible to test “HIV-positive” by more than 70 different conditions, i. e. after
vaccination, with malaria, tuberculosis, stress, malnutrion, bacterial infections, pregnancy,
allergies, i. e. against foreign proteins, drugs, influenza but also being totally healthy just
because of the uniqueness of the personal immune system. The testing standards for “HIV”
vary and are not scientifically based. In different regions and laboratories one can get different
test interpretations with the identical test system and test result. The classification is not
scientifically based it is arbitrary and unethical. Humans get ill by the interaction of the
environment (factors from outside and inside of the body) and because of their specific
predisposition and character. “AIDS” does not exist, there are only different possibilities to
become ill, in relation to nutrition and hygiene and social as well as psychic factors and lifestyle might be of concern. Homosexuals might test positive, if they react allergic to the
partners´ proteins. In addition, infections might be of concern. In general the immune system
plays a central part in health. It is represented by the HLA-system (Human Leukocyte
Antigen), the genes are located on chromosome 6 in humans. The so called “HIV-genes” are
adapted to this system and interact (regulate?) its gene expression in dependence to the actual
necessities. If the system is in balance (T1 to T2) it can be interpreted as acting cooperative.
The “HIV-virus” is a particle which acts in cell communication processes. It can be marked as
exo- or endosome. The outer shell is composed of cellular proteins (cell membrane and HLA),
which can induce allergic reactions. They can lead to autoimmune reactions in the own body
or to allergies for partners. Through evolution the various ethnicities differ in their HLA
markers, thus people from South Africa test most often “HIV-positive”. “HIV” research
equals gene research. It might supply us with new important information concerning gene
expression and epigenetic under the premise, that it is sincere and openly presented and
discussed. “HIV diagnoses” can lead to fear and panic (Nocebo effect) and therefore lead
totally healthy people into disease causing situations. They are not scientifically based and
therefore have to be abolished. Economical aspects have to have lower significance versus
scientific or ethical ones. Violations of the Human Rights are not tolerable. The term “virus”
has to be redefined, as evolution is a fluent process and thus is influenced by “horizontal gene
transfer”. In consequence a virus cannot be defined as a distinct particle, but results as an
interaction between self and non-self in relation to the specific human being. In addition
beside the 98% of the genetic information, which has not yet sufficiently been examined and
characterized there exists also a cytoplasmic inheritance of different molecules, i. e. proteins
and ribonucleic acids (RNAs). “HIV” and “AIDS” do not characterize scientifically defined
entities; instead they are imprecise terms for phenomena and well known diseases, which
have gained new names. A successful therapy is based on an exact diagnosis. According to
the actual “HIV/AIDS” definition this goal cannot be achieved! Thus too many healthy people
are treated with poisonous drugs as well as too many (ill people) are treated in a wrong
manner. A reduction of the “virus titer” (count of alleged virus particles) does not take the real
causes of the disease in account and thus is contradictory to a successful treatment. Social and
psychological conditions have to be of a greater interest in relation to causing disease. Science
is promoted by new findings. Without ethics, medicine is not conceivable!
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